NYON   AND   BEYOND
extent of the problem made collective deliberation leading
to swift collective action imperative/
He referred to a * gangster terror of the seas' and to
the utter disregard shown by the fc unidentified ' submarines
for the rules laid down by the Treaty of 1930 and the Protocol
of 1936. Against this, the Conference had * set up in that
sea a police force; and if any submarines attempt again to
embark on evil courses they will, I hope and believe, receive
the punishment they deserve."
The success of Nyon was galling to the Italians, who vented
their annoyance upon Eden himself. * We seem to be back in
the days of Baldwin,' remarked one newspaper, * when Eden
was supreme master of foreign policy. As long as Eden is itt
the head of the Foreign Office we must be on our guard *.
Unfortunately the miracle of agreement at Nyon did not
recur in the Eighteenth Assembly of the League, which met
a few days later. The Spanish war had been in slow motion
now for fourteen months. But for the great help given by
Italy and Germany Franco would have probably begun to lose
the war. But these illegal aids had involved the Fascist
powers so deeply that it was to them a matter of prestige, and
therefore of life and death (of their peoples) that Franco
should win; and one of the intervening states, whose identity
is no longer—indeed, never was—a secret, had gone to the
lengths of piratical sinking of ships in the Mediterranean. A
state that could not for a month have withstood the shock of
a European war had risked this very danger in order to aid a
rebellious general in a foreign country. There could be no
clearer example of the appalling cynicism of the Fascist
countries and of their dangerous diplomatic game of bluff.
They were enabled to succeed because of their sure know-
ledge that the Conservative Government in England would
not, under any provocation, go to the length of war merely in
defence of the principle of international law and the sanctity
of treaties. They would fight to retain their hold upon the
servile blacks of Kenya, or Jamaica, but for the highest of
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